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Abstract. An optimization model using fuzzy sets and game theory for three
players is put forward in this wok. The decision model is influenced by customer
demands in a green supply chain. The proposed model includes an empirical
solution to enhance the confidence level of players to choose plausible green
strategy. Initially, the strategies are formulated using the game theory as man-
ufacturer, costumer and government, to be able to optimize the pay-off uncer-
tainty conditions of demands, by combining computational fuzzy set with ability
of sensitive analysis of related fuzzy parameters to enhance the calculations and
problem solving, with presenting Nash equilibrium the problem solving part.
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1 Introduction

Due to the astonishing growth of green supply chain approaches, and sustainable
development, this subject attracted many researchers. Traditionally, most of methods
and models often were presented to conceptually justify green supply chain. However,
the issue here is to be able to exactly find and plausible solutions, that motivate the
main players in any supply chain to pick an accurate solution under uncertainty con-
ditions. Any valid solution should definitely constitute of various mathematical models,
which are sensitive to changes in the trading industries.

In our work, we considered merging of game theory and fuzzy sets to analyze and
model green supply chain strategies, to make a more plausible fuzzy game model with
deployment of players, decision-making parameters of pay-off functions. In which,
major parameters, and players’ pay-off functions are optimized in order to accurately
analyze results for players, and achieve enhanced confidence in choosing a certain
strategy. This model aims at the government and manufacturers abilities to analyze the
customer inquiries, what strategy they usually pick considering the income and cost
tradeoff to change status. Where an optimization model is put forward to choose the
best cost/income parameters of players pay-off (pricing, subsidiaries…), based on
customer demand. Due to the vagueness in the real world data, then a fuzzy inference
system that depends on game theory looks promising, especially, in green supply chain,
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this can build a better practical solution in order to optimize related functions and
variables. And for more comprehensive analysis, a game model of three-players,
namely (government, manufacturer and customer) has been considered. Hence, the
final results of this work show that if the green strategies are considered by players, the
game fuzzy model can provide more economic results in players’ pay-off than the non-
fuzzy game model.

The remaining part of this work is organized as follows: Sect. 2 lists some of the
work done in the literature. In Sect. 3, the modelling of the problem is elaborated.
Section 4 describes modelling of the problem with applying Fuzzy Set theory concepts
with sensitive analysis. Section 5 details the simulation and application considered for
the proposed fuzzy model with optimal solution. In Sect. 6, Numerical analysis with
case study is provided. And finally, the conclusion is drawn.

2 Literature Review

Since the early 1980’s the topics of supply chain management attracted many
researchers [1–4], particularly to look at this problem from programming point of view.
Where, concepts like material selection, production process, transportation, and defi-
nitely the interaction between various supply chain constitutes have always been
investigated. Recently, due to reduction of resources, increase in environmental pol-
lutions because of trade developments, and the growth of customers inquiries, green
supply chain also affected by these changes, where, the challenge was to enhance
environmental effects and increase economic revenue [5]. The definition of Green
supply chain management was also considered in [6]. On one hand, it was claimed that;
the enhancement of long-term economic revenue, in addition to enhancement of
environmental impacts can be considered as win-win strategy [7, 8].

On another hand, Green supply chain management does not have solely impact on
environment, but also it has a direct impact on manufacturers. One may consider the
green product progress, increase in opportunities and re-innovation of products [9].
Moreover, using developed technologies in supply chain management and processes to
decrease industrial pollution is another issue to consideration the impact on environ-
ment was discussed in [10]. For example, the some researchers [11] considered the
carbon emission life cycle model as important tool help users in picking certain
products, and likewise, can be considered as tool for manufacturers while Game theory
can be considered as an important technique, especially, when conflicts of interest
among players are rising. Essentially to assist decision makers to increase positive
collaboration to satisfy common goals [12]. Practical game theory is often considered
parallel in both streams the supply chain from one side and economic stability from the
other side as in [13–16]. Also evolutional game models have been considered to
establish rationale relations between various subsidies and governmental penalties,
definitely this would affect environmental performance of companies [17]. In this
particular work in 2007, the authors suggested imposing environmental performance
and regulations by governments to have direct impact on subsidies through set of
penalties. Later on in 2009 and 2011 other versions of game theory were proposed to
assist in putting clear pricing policies on regulations on the environment performance
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[18, 19]. Particularly, a symmetric bargaining model of the game theory was suggested.
Another model in 2012 [20] was proposed based on dynamic evolutionary game
theory. The proposed model studied potential coordination among various players,
namely, retailers and manufacturers, through optimizing long term economic benefits,
and environment impact, based on win-win green supply conditions. One particular
case was considered in [21]. This case considered the relationship between optimizing
the Carbon emission and economic benefits.

Those studies, essentially presented the use of game theory in supply chain, worth
to mention that many of them presented the two-players model case, with simple
techniques for the presented conditions. In our work, three players on the chain were
simultaneously considered, costumer, manufacturer and government. This combination
differentiates our work from the previous studies. Moreover, this distinction allows us
to study the effectiveness of various parameters in the players pay-off function. In
addition, the use of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy inference system allows us to generate
more plausible model, especially with the use of sensitivity analysis which achieves
optimal results under uncertainty conditions.

3 Modelling Principle

In order to be able to clarify the modelling of the problem, initially the description of
main parameters have to be set to the common ground, this includes the main income
and cost parameters for the Subsidiaries considered in this particular problem i.e.,
Government, Manufacturer, and Customer. For the income purposes, income acquired
from some financial facilities, i.e., credits, loans…etc., can be considered as sources for
income for the governments. Whereas, Tax reduction, Custom charges reduction,
Loans, and any other special facilities can be considered as income for manufacturers.
While, after sale services, special payment condition, discounts, etc. are considered as
incomes for customers. The long term income variable like sustainable development
benefits which has direct impact on players’ decision-making especially for manu-
facturers and government.

Costs variable can vary, for instance: Environmental costs may include costs of
miss-using of resources, environmental pollution, and the resultant human risks to
human. Unemployment Cost variable, which is usually studied by governments due to
change of technology used by certain manufacturer. Subsidiary cost variable, this can
be the cost that a player considers as subside or decline of other members of the game.
The variable cost of manufacturing technology, which can include training costs,
maintaining costs, energy costs, etc. will be added as direct costs for the manufacturing.
Losing credit costs, loss international or government credit in the event of non-
implementation of international green industry related requirements has to be an added
cost.
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Now let N be the set of participating players and S the set of considered strategies
that can be defined as:

Si ¼ S1; S2; . . .; Skf g i 2 N ¼ 1; 2; 3f g

The variables of decision making strategies are described in the Table 1.

Based on the above variables and relationships, then pay-off function can be
modeled as follows:

8Sxy; Pxy ¼
Xk

a¼1
Ixað ÞSxy �

Xl

b¼1
Cxbð ÞSxy ð1Þ

x; y ¼ 1; 2; 3

a ¼ 1; 2; . . .; k

b ¼ 1; 2; . . .; l

Where, Sxy is the strategy ðxÞ that is chosen by player ðyÞ, Pxy is pay-off of player
(y) if strategy (x) is selected, Ixað ÞSxy is the income (a) of player (y) if strategy (x) is

selected, Cxbð ÞSxy is cost (b) of player (y) if strategy (x) is selected, y is the number of

players (1: government, 2: Customer, 3: Manufacturer), x is the number of strategies, a
is the number of income, and b is the number of cost. Where details of income and cost
variables for each player are described in Tables 2 and 3:

Table 1. Players considered strategies

Government (1) Customers (2) Manufacturer (3)

Passive Inquiries increase Maintain standard
Monitor Passive Update to tolerable standard
Sub system Inquiries increase Update to acceptable standard

Table 2. The income variables of pay-off

Government (1) Customers (2) Manufacturer (3)

Penalties Subsidiary Sale
Int. Subsidiary Sustainable development

benefit
Subsidiary

Sustainable development
benefit

Sustainable development
benefit
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If the parameters; a and c defined as, the penalty rate of manufacturer in relation to
income due to selling of products, the parameter b is the rate of increase in price of
products in case of technology change, c is the manufacturer’s percent of share from
incentive budget of government, and e is the customers’ cost if increase of demand is
seen in state of no change of technology. Then according to Eq. (2), Tables 2 and 3, the
players pay-off functions could be formulated as:

P1 ¼ I11 þ I12 þ I13ð Þ � C11 þC12 þC13 þC14 þC15ð Þ

Where, I11 ¼ a 1þ bð Þ 1þ qð ÞI21, and C12 ¼ cC12 þ 1� cð ÞC12

then:P1 ¼ a 1þ bð Þ 1þ qð ÞI21 þ I12 þ I13½ � � C11 þ cC12 þ 1� cð ÞC12 þC13 þC14 þC15ð Þ½ �
ð2Þ

P2 ¼ a 1þ bð Þ 1þ qð ÞI21 þ I22 þ I23½ � � C21 þu 1þ qð ÞC22 þC23 þC24 þC25ð Þ

Where I22 ¼ cC12, and C25 ¼ a 1þ bð Þ 1þ qð ÞI21

P2 ¼ 1þ bð Þ 1þ qð ÞI21 þ cC12 þ I23½ �
� C21 þu 1þ qð ÞC22 þC23 þC24 þ a 1þ bð Þ 1þ qð ÞI21ð Þ

then:P2 ¼ 1� að Þ 1þ bð Þ 1þ qð ÞI21 þ cC12 þ I23½ � � C21 þu 1þ qð ÞC22 þC23 þC24ð Þ
ð3Þ

P3 ¼ I31 þ I32ð Þ � C31 þC32ð Þ, where I31 ¼ 1� cð ÞC12, and C31 ¼ 1þ bð ÞI21 þ
bqI21 þ e ¼ 1þ bþ bqð ÞI21 þ e

then:P3 ¼ 1� cð ÞC12 þ I32½ � � 1þ bþ bqð ÞI21 þ eþC32½ � ð4Þ

Then the three player’s matrix can be described as shown in Tables 4, 5, and 6.

Table 3. The cost variables of pay-off

Government (1) Customers (2) Manufacturer (3)

Monitor Purchasing Investment
Subsidiary Environment Production
Environment Subsidiary
Losing credit Overhead
Unemployment Penalties
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Table 4. Matrix model for Customer’s strategy = S31

Manufacturer
strategy = S21

Manufacturer
strategy = S22

Manufacturer
strategy = S23

Government
strategy = S11

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS11�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S11P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS21�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S21P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS31�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S31

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS11�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S11P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS22�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S22P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS31�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S31

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS11�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S11P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS23�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S23P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS31�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S31

Government
strategy = S12

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS12�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S12P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS21�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S21P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS31�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S31

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS12�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S12P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS22�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S22P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS31�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S31

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS12�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S12P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS23�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S23P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS31�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S31

Government
strategy = S13

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS13�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S13P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS21�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S21P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS31�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S31

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS13�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S13P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS22�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S22P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS31�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S31

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS13�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S13P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS23�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S23P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS31�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S31

Table 5. Matrix model for Customer’s strategy = S32

Manufacturer
strategy = S21

Manufacturer
strategy = S22

Manufacturer
strategy = S23

Government
strategy = S11

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS11�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S11P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS21�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S21P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS32�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S32

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS11�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S11P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS22�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S22P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS32�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S32

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS11�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S11P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS23�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S23P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS32�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S32

Government
strategy = S12

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS12�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S12P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS21�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S21P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS32�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S32

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS12�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S12P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS22�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S22P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS32�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S32

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS12�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S12P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS23�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S23P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS32�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S32

Government
strategy = S13

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS13�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S13P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS21�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S21P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS32�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S32

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS13�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S13P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS22�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S22P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS32�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S32

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS13�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S13P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS23�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S23P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS32�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S32

Table 6. Matrix model for Customer’s strategy = S33

Manufacturer
strategy = S21

Manufacturer
strategy = S22

Manufacturer
strategy = S23

Government
strategy = S11

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS11�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S11P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS21�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S21P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS33�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S33

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS11�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S11P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS22�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S22P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS33�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S33

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS11�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S11P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS23�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S23P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS33�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S33

Government
strategy = S12

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS12�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S12P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS21�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S21P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS33�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S33

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS12�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S12P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS22�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S22P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS33�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S33

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS12�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S12P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS23�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S23P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS33�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S33

Government
strategy = S13

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS13�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S13P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS21�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S21P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS33�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S33

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS13�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S13P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS22�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S22P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS33�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S33

P3
i¼1 I1ið ÞS13�

P5
j¼1 C1j

� �
S13P3

i¼1 I2ið ÞS23�
P5

j¼1 C2j
� �

S23P2
i¼1 I3ið ÞS33�

P2
j¼1 C3j

� �
S33
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4 Modelling with Fuzzy Sets and Sensitive Analysis

As described earlier, and due to nature of the problem, the decision making parameters
and major uncertain variables can be interpolated to fuzzy sets. Then, we can claim
that, the entire model and its achieved results are, somehow, more efficient and prac-
tical in order to achieve optimal results. The consideration of fuzzy set can increase of
confidence level for players to make decision on changing the status. Among of the all
existing variables, the ones of making decision by customers are said to be of higher
membership degree. In reality, if the variables making decision by customer are major
parameters in calculating pay-off function and can be regarded as certain states with
membership degree of value equal to 1, then the exact optimal results will not be
achieved.

In fact, any other value not necessarily zero -customers is not interested enough-
which can be considered by the other subsidiaries of the game, where, their decisions
will not be affected, even if the final achieved pay-off value is higher than what it was
before. On the other hand, other variables, for instance, benefits resulting from sus-
tainable development may not reflect the positive effect of the customers pay-off
function. Accordingly, we can model these notices as:

if I31 þ I32 � @C31\B1 then S31

if I31 þ I32 � @C31\B1 then S32

if I31 þ I32 � @C31\B1 then S33

Where B1 and B2 are attraction levels of sum of incomes resulting from facilities
and long-term interests of sustainable development for decision-making and B2 [B1.
For the matter of fact, we expect that all players (especially customers), have no
accurate and detailed view to draw decision depending on the result of Pay-off function.
Then we can assume that customers will draw their pay-off function qualitatively,
rather than numerically.

Fuzzy set theory can be very applicable to this kind of analysis. Now if the cus-
tomer pay-off variables are considered as the fuzzy sets, then customer behaviour will
be linguistically predictable and thus reflects change in variable value. This principle
motivates the other players, government and manufacturer to take the optimal value for
their related variables in order to positively modify customer inquiries or at least keep it
steady.

To achieve more practical game model, and to more towards the optimal solution, a
model based on fuzzy set is constructed as follows, which is adapted from [22].

Step 1: Specify the variables to be represented as fuzzy sets:
Fuzzy sets:

C12;C23; @C31; I32;P3 ð5Þ
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Step 2: Specify fuzzy implications:

C12;C23; @C31; I32 ! @P3 ð6Þ
Step 3: Assign linguistic values to fuzzy sets.
Linguistic values set of each variable can be defined as:

X ¼ x1; x2; . . .; xnf g ð7Þ
In this research, these variables can be defined by the following fuzzy sets:

C12 ¼ Unfavorable UFð Þ; FavoriteðFÞf g
C23 ¼ Unfavorable UFð Þ; FavoriteðFÞf g
@C31 ¼ Low Lð Þ; HighðHÞf g
I32 ¼ Low Lð Þ; HighðHÞf g
P3 ¼ Negative Nð Þ; Zero Zð Þ; PositiveðPÞf g

ð8Þ

For the above described sets: negative linguistic value in pay-off function represents
no interest to change in demand, zero represents passive response in making decision
and, positive represents willing to change demand.

Step 4: Calculation of membership degree for every linguistic value:

lC12ðUFÞ ¼ l1 xð Þ
lC12ðFÞ ¼ l2 xð Þ
lC23ðUFÞ ¼ l3 xð Þ
lC23ðFÞ ¼ l4 xð Þ
l@C31ðLÞ ¼ l5 xð Þ
l@C23ðHÞ ¼ l6 xð Þ
lI32ðLÞ ¼ l7 xð Þ
lI32ðHÞ ¼ l8 xð Þ
lP3ðNÞ ¼ l9 xð Þ
lP3ðZÞ ¼ l10 xð Þ
lP3ðPÞ ¼ l11 xð Þ

ð9Þ

Step 5: Implementing the fuzzy inference: Among the available fuzzy inference
systems, Mamadani inference [22] is elected in this problem, where: the inputs:
C12;C23; @C31; and I32, and the output is P3, then Rulei can be defined as:

if C12i; C23i; @C31i; I32i then P3i

ai ¼ min li C12ð Þ; li C23ð Þ; li @C31ð Þ; liI32ð Þ
li ¼ min ai; lP3i

� �
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The overall system output can be calculated using the union operator as:

l ¼ [ li ð10Þ

Where l is member function of fuzzy sets, ai is the ith alpha cut of fuzzy set. Where,
finally the Defuzzification process should take place. In our case the fuzzy result will be
used in the next step.

Step 6: Specifying the logical relationships: group of relationships between the final
result and the predicted customers’ decisions. This relationship can be described as
follows:

If 0� h� l ! S31
f l\h�m ! S32
If m\h� h ! S33
0\l\m\h

ð11Þ

Where h is the fuzzy result of the problem, l is the minimal qualitative pay-off
value, possibly customers that would show of decrease in demand. m is the mean
qualitative pay-off value, customers that show no interest in changing the demand. And
h is the maximal qualitative pay-off value for customers that show satisfaction and
possibly of increase in demand. This pattern analysis outperforms the sensitivity
analysis of customers pay-off function which is described in the next part.

Step 7: Applying sensitivity analysis to customers’ pay-off, and choosing optimal
result:

To analyse pay-off function, we assume that a; b; c and, d are four input parameters
with different values. In this case there will be a� b� c� d. In a collaborative game
and after achieving results of sensitivity analysis for customers’ behaviour, the other
game players undertake the optimal value of governmental incentive facilities
parameters for customers, the optimal value of incentive facilities of manufacturer, and
the optimal value of increase in products price due to change technology levels.

5 Simulation of the Proposed Fuzzy Model and Optimal
Solution

To evaluate the proposed model, a Matlab program was constructed to compute the
defuzzified output of this fuzzy model, the results as extracted to Microsoft excel sheet
as shown in Fig. 1. Which contains the major parts of the system, first the input vector,
Rule Base for the inference system which consists of set of 16 if-then rules as explained
in Step 5, the membership value for each rule with respect to the input vector, the
aggregated membership function value for the output, and finally computing the
defuzzified result, which will be used by experts to make the decision. According to the
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example in Fig. 1, if I32 ¼ 0:5; @C31 ¼ 1:5;C23 ¼ 3; and C12 ¼ 2, then, the accumu-
lated final result is 8%, which indicates the customers conceive to modify the corre-
sponding pay-off. Nevertheless, the achieved 8% is not quantitative rather than
qualitative measure that indicates enough information about the customers’ ability for
making-decision about certain product.

The optimal result of decision-making for all the players can be computed as:

maxsi2Si ui Si; S�ið Þ ð12Þ

Games are seeking of the optimal pay-off function for player (i) in front of com-
bination of strategies related to this particular player strategy (Si) with other strategies
of all players except player ðS�iÞ.

Nash Equilibrium presented in [23, 25] is said to provide optimal result for those
kind of problems, where Nash stated that “an n-tuples such that each player’s mixed
strategy maximizes his pay-off if the strategies of the others are held fixed. Thus each
player’s strategy is optimal against those of the others” [25]. In our case, there is a
combination of strategies among all combinations in game model at least that players
are not interested to change that in a logical condition. Since the game is a dynamic
with the complete information, if the Nash equilibrium is iteratively earned more than
once, then the optimal result would be achieved via complete equilibrium or backward
Nash equilibrium [24]. This optimal result can be achieved by the analysis of the
resultant Nash equilibrium. One of the techniques, which can be used to obtain this
result, is by converting the original game model to a secondary game model. Finally is
gaining final result by all results of the secondary game.

6 Numerical Analysis

Taking numerical example can ease the description of the process. Our example pre-
sumes that Alain Cement manufacturer in Alain city is planning to update the pro-
duction technology in order to decrease the impact on the environment, and drop the

Fig. 1. Program sample results
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flow gas of factory to the new standardized level. After 6 months of study by the
research and development department of this manufacturer, the total principle to invest,
possible benefits and income, machinery update cost, labor training cost, and other
required variables are listed in the following table (Table 7):

Note, the definition of the variables in the above table follows the same pre-
described definition. And, the following assumptions can be made to solve this
problem:

The problem assumes two stages, first is classical model, and second is the fuzzy
sets based model. In the classical model, the two players the government and the
manufacturer enrolled in technology change, while customer tolerable level uses 50%
of subsidiary total. Also, manufacturer assumes the highest value of production price.

Status of reduction of customer demand, product purchasing cost variable for the
loyalty customers is calculated based on the new prices, on the other hand, for the lost
customers is calculated according to product purchasing cost. While the Sub costs of
the manufacturer and government is changing according to the consumers’ demands.

Likewise, consumer’s income from this update will change also according to the
demand.

Assume that symbol A represents the intolerable level in sustainable development
of the environment. Symbol B represents the tolerable level of this change, and symbol
C represents acceptable level. The total update cost is converted to yearly constant cost
as shown in the following formula:

A ¼ P A=P; i%; nð Þ ! A ¼ P A=P; 10%; 10ð Þ

The second model is built based on fuzzy sets according to the pre-described
relations (5–9), and then the final fuzzy membership degrees and their corresponding
triangular membership functions are illustrated in Fig. 2. Using the Matlab program
some results of (10) are shown in Fig. 3 and in Table 8.

Table 7. Variables and data assumption

n ¼ 10 (years) i ¼ 10% a ¼ 0:03
b1 ¼ 0:02 b2 ¼ 0:03 q1 ¼ �0:2
q2 ¼ 0:1 I12 ¼ 0:45C12 I13 Að Þ ¼ 2m$

I13 Bð Þ ¼ 5m$ C11 ¼ 1:25m$ cC12 ¼ 0:40C21

1� cð ÞC12 ¼ 0; 2:5½ �m$ C13 Að Þ ¼ 5m$

C13 Bð Þ ¼ 2m$ C14 Að Þ ¼ 3m$ C14 Bð Þ ¼ 1m$

C15 Að Þ ¼ 1m$ C15 Bð Þ ¼ 2m$ I21 : 65m$

I23 Að Þ ¼ 1m$ I23 Bð Þ ¼ 3m$ C21 Að Þ ¼ 40m$

C21 Bð Þ ¼ 60m$ C22 Að Þ ¼ 50m$ C22 Bð Þ ¼ 48m$

C22 Cð Þ ¼ 47m$ C23 Að Þ ¼ 0; 5½ �m$ C24 Að Þ ¼ 3m$

C24 Bð Þ ¼ 1m$ C24 Cð Þ ¼ 0:65m$ @C22 ¼ 0:5q � C22

I32 Að Þ ¼ 0:5m$ I32 Bð Þ ¼ 1m$ C32 Að Þ ¼ 3m$

C32 Bð Þ ¼ 1m$ e ¼ 0:01m$
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Looking back at model (12), logical rules between fuzzy inference results and
consumers decision-making are listed here:

if 0� h� 5% ! S31

if 5%\h\10% ! S32

if 10� h ! S33

Using the sensitivity analysis of consumers pay-offs for another data sets other than
the ones used in Fig. 2, after implementing the aforementioned logical relations, then,
optimal parameters of this change may look like:

Fig. 2. The results membership functions

Fig. 3. Results of the fuzzy inference for the problem
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C12 ¼ 0;C23 ¼ 0; @C31 ¼ 1%; I32 ¼ 0:5; @P3 ¼ 8%

This optimal solution considers that, governments are not going utilize incentive
costs of facilities to update the technology in the acceptable and tolerable levels.

But if the governments are willing to implement the incentive costs, then the
optimal solution for tolerable level, and acceptable level respectively can be re-modeled
as follows:

C12 ¼ 1:5; C23 ¼ 0; @C31 ¼ 1%; I32 ¼ 0:5; @P3 ¼ 8%

C12 ¼ 3; C23 ¼ 3; @C31 ¼ 1:5%; I32 ¼ 1; @P3 ¼ 10%

Where, @P3 shows increase in Customers’ pay-off function than the previous level
in that. Some of the results of consumers pay-offs are shown in Table 8:

Then, the matrix of the game can be shown in Table 9.

Table 8. Consumers pay-offs

C12 C23 @C31 I32 P3

0.0 0.0 2.0 0.5 4.0%
1.0 4.0 1.5 0.5 5.0%
3.0 2.5 2.5 0.5 5.0%
3.0 3.0 2.5 0.5 6.0%
2.0 3.0 3.0 0.5 6.0%
3.0 2.5 1.5 0.5 7.0%
2.0 2.5 1.5 0.5 7.0%
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.5 8.0%
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.5 8.0%
1.5 0.0 1.0 0.5 8.0%
2.5 2.5 1.0 0.5 9.0%
3.0 3.0 1.5 1.0 10.0%
3.0 4.0 1.5 0.5 10.0%
3.0 3.0 1.0 0.5 11.0%
3.0 3.0 0.0 0.5 11.0%
3.0 5.0 1.0 0.5 12.0%

Table 9. Fuzzy sets based model- Consumer Strategy = S31

S21 S22 S23
S11 −8, 4, −68 −3, 2.82, −66 2, 2.81, −64.7
S12 −7.7, 2.4, −68 −3, 2.82, −66 2, 2.81, −64.7
S13 −7.7, 2.4, −68 −2.7, 6.1, −65 0.1, 5.55, −59.4
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After implementing the Nash Equilibrium and its Backward version based on the
(2, 3, 4 and 12), and Tables 4, 5 and 6. Then Tables 10 and 11 show the optimal
answers of each parameter.

Considering to above tables, the optimal answers of fuzzy set based is formulated
as:

N Gð Þ1¼ S13; S22; S31ð Þ ¼ �2:7; 6:1;�65ð Þ

N Gð Þ2¼ S13; S22; S33ð Þ ¼ �3; 18:6;�65ð Þ

SPE ¼ S13; S22; S33ð Þ ¼ �3; 18:6;�65ð Þ ! optimal result based on fuzzy sets
model

Carrying out our analysis separately, (for classical model), the optimal results can
be:

N Gð Þ1¼ S12; S21; S31ð Þ ¼ �7:7; 2:4;�68ð Þ

N Gð Þ2¼ S12; S21; S32ð Þ ¼ �7:3; 10;�68ð Þ

N Gð Þ3¼ S13; S22; S32ð Þ ¼ �3; 11:9;�62:8ð Þ

SPE Gð Þ ¼ S13; S22; S32ð Þ ¼ �3; 11:9;�62:8ð Þ ! optimal result based on classical
model

Considering both results the classical version and the fuzzy set based one, it is clear
that in fuzzy set based version, the results of Nash equilibrium and its Backward
version are different than the classical version. And, it can propose different strategies.
In the optimal solution of the fuzzy set based version model, government adapts
strategies of sub system and monitory process while, manufacturer can update its
technology from intolerable to the tolerable level. Consumers demand will show

Table 10. Fuzzy sets based model- Consumer Strategy = S32

S21 S22 S23
S11 −8, 12, −68 −3, 11.1, −66.2 2, 10.6, −64.7
S12 −7.3, 10, −68 −3, 11.1, −66.2 2, 10.6, −64.7
S13 −7.3, 10, −68 −3, 14.4, −66 −0.5, 14, −59

Table 11. Fuzzy sets based model- Consumer Strategy = S33

S21 S22 S23
S11 −8, 16, −68.01 −3, 15.3, −66.2 2, 15.4, −64.7
S12 −7.1, 13.8, −68.01 −3, 15.3, −66.2 2, 15.4, −64.7
S13 −7.1, 13.8, −68.1 −3, 18.6, −65 −0.8, 15.7, −57.1
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positive attitude to this update status. Considering the classical based version, the
optimal solution indicated that consumers choose passive strategy while both pay-offs
of manufacturer and consumers are reduced.

7 Conclusion

The strategies among three players of a green supply chain have been solved and
modelled by using the game theory. In order to achieve practical model, initially, the
proposed model merged the consumers strategies and main variables of pay-offs for
three players by using fuzzy logic relations. Later, using analytical models and relations
sensitively analyse the consumers pay-offs by modifying the fuzzy variables. More-
over, the used problem solving method proposes Nash equilibrium and its backward
version. Finally, a numerical analysis was done and problem modelling and solving
was accomplished using fuzzy set based version and classical version, and their results
were compared with each other. The achieved results showed that the fuzzy set based
version optimizes pay-offs for the three players more than the classical version, which
results to change strategies of the players and thus motivates to move forward into a
green strategy.
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